We consider issues related to the order of an autoregression selected using information criteria. We study the sensitivity of the estimated order to i) whether the effective number of observations is held fixed when estimating models of different order, ii) whether the estimate of the variance is adjusted for degrees of freedom, and iii) how the penalty for overfitting is defined in relation to the total sample size. Simulations show that the lag length selected by both the Akaike and the Schwarz information criteria are sensitive to these parameters in finite samples. The methods that give the most precise estimates are those that hold the effective sample size fixed across models to be compared. Theoretical considerations reveal that this is indeed necessary for valid model comparisons. Guides to robust model selection are provided.
Motivation
Consider the regression model y t = x t β + e t where x t is a vector of p strictly exogenous regressors for t = 1, . . . , T . If we were to determine the optimal number of regressors, we could set it to be the global minimizer of a criterion such as:
where σ 2 i = T −1 T t=1 e 2 t is an estimate of the regression error variance for the i th model, k i is the number of regressors in that model, C T /T is the penalty attached to an additional regressor, and T is the number of observations available. If p regressors were available, we have a total of 2 p models to consider. The problem is computationally burdensome, but for given C T , there is no ambiguity in how to set up the criterion function. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) obtains when C T = 2, and the Scharwz (Bayesian) Information Criterion obtains when C T = ln T . For any T > exp(2), the penalty imposed by the BIC is larger than for the AIC. The IC is very general, and can be justified in a number of ways as we discuss below.
Time series data are correlated over time, and it is widely popular to capture the serial dependence in the data by autoregressive models. Suppose
is the data generating process with e t ∼ iid(0, σ 2 ). If p is finite, y t is a finite order AR(p) process.
If y t has moving-average components, p is infinite. We do not know p, and we cannot estimate an infinite number of parameters from a finite sample of T observations. Instead, we consider an autoregressive model of order k:
The adequacy of the approximate model for the data generating process depends on the choice of k.
Because the regressors in the autoregression are ordered by time, many of the 2 k permutations can be dismissed, and in this regard, the model selection problem in autoregressions is much simpler than the strictly exogenous regressors case. However, because lagged observations are required, the data available for the estimation of (2) are less than T . A regression that uses observations n + 1 to T would have an effective sample size of N = T − n. Therefore unlike in the case of strictly exogenous regressors when the definitions of σ 2 k , C T , and T are unambiguous, the IC can be defined in a number of ways. Specifically, let kmax be the maximum number of lags deemed acceptable by a practitioner and consider min k=0,...,kmax
where e tk are the least squares residuals from estimation of (2). Although it would be tempting to exploit the largest sample possible and to use an unbiased estimator of σ 2 in estimations, these choices may not be desirable from the point of view of model comparison.
This paper considers the sensitivity of the lag length selected by the AIC and the BIC to different choices for n, τ , and M . The latter affects the severity of the penalty. The former two determine how the goodness of fit is measured. We consider ten variations of IC(k). 
Methods 1, 4, 5, 6, and 9 hold the effective number of observations fixed as k varies, namely,
Hence the difference in the sum of squared residuals between a model with k lags and one with k-1 lags is purely the effect of adding the k th lag. On the other hand, methods 2, 3, 7, 8, and 10 make maximum use of the data since a model with shorter lags will need fewer initial values and the regression uses observations t = k + 1, . . . , T with N = T − k. However, the sum of squared residuals between a model with k lags and one with k-1 lags will differ not only because of the effect of adding the k th lag, but also because the smaller model is estimated with a larger effective sample size. Hayashi (2000) refers to these as cases of "elastic" samples.
Apart from the degrees of freedom adjustment in the estimation of σ 2 , methods 6, 7, and 8 are identical to methods 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in all other respects. Clearly, σ 2 k will be larger after degrees of freedom adjustment. Criteria that takes this into account should be expected to choose a smaller model, all else equal. The penalty for all ten methods converges to zero at rate T , but in finite samples, T-kmax-k< T-kmax < T-k <T. Thus, of all the methods, method 5 puts the heaviest penalty on an extra lag and is expected to choose the most parsimonious model for a given C M .
There appears to be no consensus in the literature on which of these variants to use. Priestley (1981) seems to suggest method 2 (p. 373). His argument requires that N does not depend on k.
This, however, is invalid since he also defined N as T −k. In a multivariate context, Lutkepohl (1993) defines the criteria in terms of the length of the time series (p. 129), which could be T , T − k, or even T − kmax. Enders (1995) defines the criteria in terms of the number of usable observations (p. 88), but this terminology is also open to interpretation. Diebold (1997) uses the full length of the data, T , when defining the criteria (p. 26). This is consistent with the notation of method 3.
However, estimation with T observations is infeasible unless one initializes the first few lags to zero.
The definition is therefore not useful in practice. Hayashi (2000) noted several possibilities when implementing information criteria, but no particular recommendation was made. The software Eviews (1997) , which is used to provide examples in many textbooks, presents an AIC and BIC individually for each k, which is consistent with method 2. 1
Some Theoretical Considerations
This section considers the guidance provided by theory. The criteria considered are all based on large sample approximations, but in ways that imply specific choices of M , n and τ .
The Akaike Information Criterion
We first consider the derivation of the AIC for data generated by a finite order AR(p) with normal 
Akaike's suggestion was to find a K * such that lim
Furthermore, Φ T (k) converges to a χ 2 random variable with k degrees of freedom.
Hence a K * that will satisfy lim
Under normality, the second term is proportional to −(N/2) ln( σ 2 k ). Thus, if the first term is common to all models, minimizing K * with respect to k is equivalent finding the minimizer of:
Note the two assumptions leading to (5). The first is the commonality of the first term in (4) to all models, which can be true only if n is held fixed across models to be considered. The second is use of the maximum likelihood estimator of σ 2 in place of the second term of (4), implying τ = N .
The
, where the partition is also at the k th element. Suppose the true model is Y = X 1 β 1 + X 2 β 2 + e, with E(e 2 t ) = σ 2 and we estimate the model Y = X 1 β 1 + e k . If X 1 and X 2 have the same number of observations in the time dimension,
The mean-squared prediction error of a model with k regressors is 2
The C p criterion of Mallows (1973) replaces σ 2 by a consistent estimate (say, σ 2 ) that is the same across models to be compared giving
Lemma 1 If N is the same across models, then the C p yields the same minimizer as
2 The developments here follow Judge, Griffiths, Hill and Lee (1980) , p. 419.
Furthermore,
1 τ C * p yields the same minimizer as
The first result is obvious. The second result follows by noting that for any σ 2 that does not depend on k, the SC * p (scaled C * p ) yields the same minimizer as
But this is simply 1 τ C * p − 1, and hence has the same minimizer as 1 τ C * p . Note, however, that these derivations are valid only if X 1 and X 2 have the same number of observations.
The FPE Criterion
The Final Prediction Error Criterion developed by Akaike (1969) is based on minimizing the onestep ahead prediction error. For a model with k lags, define β(k) = (β 1 , β 2 , . . . β k ) , and X t = (y t−1 , . . . , y t−k ) . Given a sample of T observations, the one-step ahead mean-squared prediction error is
Using the asymptotic approximation that
, N times the second term reduces to the expectation a χ 2 random variable with k degrees of freedom, giving FPE=σ 2 (1 + k/N ). The maximum likelihood estimator of σ 2 is σ 2 = N −1 N t=1 e 2 tk , and under normality,
, the FPE can then be written as
Posterior Probability
To develop the arguments for the BIC of Schwarz (1978) , we follow Chow (1983) . Let f (y|k) be the marginal p.d.f. for the data under a k th order model, f (k) be the prior density for a k th order model, and f (y) be the marginal density of the data. Given observations y = (y n+1 , . . . , y T ), the posterior probability of a k th order model is f (k|y) = f (k)f (y|k)/f (y). If f (y) and f (k) are the same for all k, then maximizing f (k|y) is equivalent to maximizing f (y|k). To evaluate f (y|k), we use the fact that the log posterior density of β in a k th order model is
where f (y, β(k)) is the likelihood function for the k th order model with parameters β(k). But it is also known that under regularity conditions, the posterior distribution of β(k) is Gaussian with variance S. That is,
Evaluating the posterior distributions around the maximum likelihood estimator, β(k), equating and rearranging terms, we have:
If we use the first two terms of (7), the usual approximation for exponential families, we have
N , the k that maximizes the posterior of the data also minimizes:
Three assumptions are used to derive (7). The first is that the prior is the same for all models, but this does not depend on n or τ . The second is that f (y) and R N are the same across models, which in turn requires that n = kmax as in the AIC. The third is that log likelihood function evaluated at the estimated parameters is proportional to σ 2 k . These are the same assumptions underlying the AIC.
Overview
To relate the 10 methods to the theoretical discussions, the AIC and BIC both require M = N , both require ln σ 2 k to be the maximum likelihood estimator with τ = N , and both hold n (and thus N ) fixed across models. Allowing for lagged observations, the largest sample in which n can be held fixed is to set n = kmax. Taking all conditions into account, only method 1 satisfies all these conditions. Note that adjusting τ for degrees of freedom would be incompatible with the AIC or the BIC.
When N does not depend on k and M = τ , the IC can be seen as a SC * p with C M = 2. This includes methods 1, 4, and 5. The lnFPE obtains by letting τ =N and M=N-k. Thus, methods 9 and 10 are consistent with the theoretical underpinnings of the lnFPE. Of the 10 methods considered, methods 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 bear no immediate relation to well-known criteria in the literature.
Simulations
To assess the empirical properties of the 10 methods considered, we simulate data from 25 time series processes detailed in Appendix A. The first 12 are simple finite order AR models. But information criteria are often used in cases when the true model is of higher order. For example, a stationary and invertible ARMA process has an infinite autoregressive representation. We do not consider such models in the simulations because the true value of p is not admissible by design.
Instead, we start with a ARMA(1,1) model, (1 − φL)y t = (1 + θL)e t , and consider a truncated version of its infinite autoregressive representation is
Specifically, Case 13 to case 20 are finite order autoregressive processes with p coefficients identical to the first p terms in the infinite autoregressive representations of ARMA(1,1) processes, where the truncation point p is chosen such that |β p+1 | < .1. The parameterizations allow us to assess situations when the autoregressive coefficients decline at a geometric rate. We also consider ten cases with ARCH errors. In cases 21-25, p = 0, and we assess if ARCH errors affect the lag length selected for the autoregressions. In cases 26-35, we estimate autoregressions in y 2 t so the IC is used to select the order of ARCH processes. Tables 1-4 Simulations were performed using Gauss for T =100 and 250, with kmax set to int[10(T /100) 1/4 ].
We only report results for T = 100. Results for T =250 are available on request. Table 1 reports the average k selected by the AIC and BIC over 5000 simulations, Table 2 reports the probability of selecting the true model, while Table 3 Tables 1 and   2 , the AIC tends to mistreat ARCH effects for serial correlation and often selects lags larger than zero. For a given p, the probability that the AIC and BIC correctly select the order of an ARCH (p) is lower than the probability that the criteria can correctly select an AR(p) process (compare Table   3 In results for T =250 (not reported), the k chosen by the BIC is still small.
with 6).
Our main interest is in the sensitivity of the methods with respect to N , τ , and M . Of the three parameters, the estimates are more robust to variations in M . Changing M from T − k (method 2) to T (method 8) or to T − 2k (method 10) apparently makes only small differences.
The AIC is especially sensitive to whether or not N is held fixed. Method 3, for example, with N = T − k provides estimates that are both mean and median biased. But for the same τ , Method 4 with N =T-kmax is more precise even though it uses fewer observations in estimating models with k <kmax lags. Furthermore, changing τ from T (method 3) to T − k (method 8) can yield sharp changes in the estimates if we do not hold N fixed. Although the BIC is generally more robust to different choices of N , differences between methods remain apparent. Method 7 overestimates p in much the same way method 3 does under the AIC, and the BIC estimates are also mean and median biased. Interestingly, method 7 works well under the AIC but not the BIC, implying that how N, τ, and M affects the IC also depends on the choice of C M .
The simulation results thus show that the properties of the criteria can differ quite substantially across methods especially with respect to whether N depends on k . To further understand why, recall that the basis of the IC is to trade-off good fit against parsimony. Let
Two observations can be made. First, the well known result in least squares regression that RSS k is non-increasing in k pre-supposes that the sample size is held fixed as k increases. This is not necessarily the case when the sample size is elastic. Second, if τ depends on k, then kC M /M − ln(τ )
can be seen as the effective penalty for k regressors. The penalty becomes non-linear in k in ways that depend on both M and τ . The two considerations together imply that there could exist choices of τ , M , and N such that the IC bears unpredictable relations with k, and in consequence, produce unstable choices of p. Method 3 under the AIC and Method 7 under the BIC appear to be such cases, as seen from the standard errors reported in Table 3 .
Equation (9) for the BIC that allows C M to vary. Indeed, such is the case with Method 7. To the extent that the penalty reflects our preference for parsimony, there is no unique choice for M and τ . One can nonetheless ensure that the penalty moves with k in the most predictable way possible, and in this regard, letting M and τ be invariant to k is desirable. This, however, is of secondary importance relative to fixing N , since by ensuring that RSS k is indeed non-increasing in k, we also ensure that the goodness of fit of two models are properly compared. Holding N fixed in model comparisons is theoretically desirable and is recommended in applications.
We also rank the methods by the average mean-squared error and by the probability of selecting the true model. The results are reported in Table 4 . Rankings are reported for all models (Column 1), models 1-12 (column 2), models 13-20 (column 3), models 1-20 (column 4), and models 21-25
(column 5). These groupings are chosen to highlight the fact that the AIC and BIC are better suited for different data types.
For low order AR models, methods 5 and 6 are best for the AIC, while 1 4, and 9 are best for the BIC. Although in theory, the AIC does not have the property that lim T →∞ P ( k = p) = 1 when p is finite 4 , for the models being considered, the AIC apparently performs quite well overall.
Differences between the AIC and the BIC are more marked in models 13-20. In such cases, the AIC performs noticeably better especially when methods 1, 4 and 9 are used. 5 Whether one uses the AIC or the BIC in selecting the order of ARCH processes, methods 5 and 6 are clearly the best. A feature common to methods 1, 4, 5 ,6 and 9 is N=T-kmax. Holding the sample size fixed is thus crucial in model comparisons.
Conclusion
Lag length selection is frequently required in time series analysis. This paper shows that how the AIC and BIC are formulated can affect the precision and variability of the selected lag order.
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